The Last Level Cache (LLC) is a key element to improve application performance in multi-cores. To handle the worst case, the main design trend employs tiled architectures with a large LLC organized in banks, which goes underutilized in several realistic scenarios. Our proposal, named DarkCache, aims at properly powering off such unused banks to optimize the Energy-Delay Product (EDP) through an adaptive cache reconfiguration, thus aggressively reducing the leakage energy. The implemented solution is general and it can recognize and skip the activation of the DarkCache policy for the few strong memory intensive applications that actually require the use of the entire LLC. The validation has been carried out on 16-and 64-core architectures also accounting for two state-of-the-art methodologies. Compared to the baseline solution, DarkCache exhibits a performance overhead within 2% and an average EDP improvement of 32.58% and 36.41% considering 16 and 64 cores, respectively. Moreover, DarkCache shows an average EDP gain between 16.15% (16 cores) and 21.05% (64 cores) compared to the best state-of-the-art we evaluated, and it confirms a good scalability since the gain improves with the size of the architecture.
INTRODUCTION
The steady increase in the number of CPUs in multi-cores poses a severe pressure on the memory hierarchy, which is in charge of serving all the requests coming from the concurrently executed applications [5] . In this scenario, the Last Level Cache (LLC) can improve the application performance by reducing the number of time-consuming accesses to the main memory. However, the independent data access streams of the multiple applications severely affect the data locality and, consequently, the effectiveness of the LLC. This fact motivates a constant increase of the LLC size to accommodate more data, unfortunately with two main drawbacks: (i) the techniques to efficiently use the LLC space become increasingly complex and (ii) the energy consumption, dominated by dynamically optimizing the static energy of the LLC, also considering the application performance. DarkCache splits the LLC in two partitions: (i) the powered-on LLC banks and (ii) the powered-off LLC banks. By exploiting a power-gating policy, DarkCache dynamically reshapes the partitions at the LLC bank granularity to minimize the LLC leakage energy. Moreover, DarkCache can dynamically switch between the two implemented operating modes: normal and energy-saving modes. The normal mode disables all the optimizations within DarkCache, leaving the partition of the powered-off LLC banks empty. It also exploits a virtualized Static Non Uniform Cache Access (SNUCA) architecture to map the data to the LLC banks. This mode is employed to optimize the EDP for the applications that fully use the available LLC space (close to 20% of the applications in the analyzed benchmark suite). Conversely, the energy-saving mode allows us to reshape the LLC size by dynamically monitoring the actual memory requirements. In particular, DarkCache improves the state-of-the-art by introducing a dynamic LLC reconfiguration scheme that works at bank granularity, and that is able to optimize the system-wide EDP also enforcing three properties:
• Wide applicability. DarkCache proposes a system-oriented cache reshaping scheme that always identifies two partitions regardless of the number of the running applications or threads. The main advantages are: (i) the management of the partitions is greatly simplified and (ii) the architecture scales up regardless of the number of running applications.
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DarkCache makes no assumptions on the running applications. Since the partitions are reshaped depending only on the actual LLC pressure, DarkCache neither requires any a priori off-line profiling nor application-depended parameters to be used at run-time.
• Comprehensive solution for tiled and monolithic LLC architectures. DarkCache is neither limited to a specific coherence protocol nor to a specific on-chip interconnect and suits both monolithic and tiled LLC architectures. The optimization of the EDP metric accounts for the LLC, the main memory, the on-chip interconnect and the CPU. As a representative use case, DarkCache is implemented in the inclusive MESI-based cache coherence protocol within a tiled multi-core architecture, considering both 16 and 64 cores.
• Scalable and partially non-blocking infrastructure. DarkCache implements a partially non-blocking reconfiguration scheme that allows us to dynamically resize the LLC without freezing the running applications, thus minimizing the performance penalties. During the reconfiguration, each CPU continues to execute the application and it stalls only if an L1 miss occurs. Moreover, DarkCache shows an EDP improvement over the state-of-the-art which increases with the number of cores.
The rest of this article is organized in five parts. Section 2 discusses the state of the art on the cache-partitioning and reconfiguration schemes. Section 3 overviews DarkCache while the in depth presentation of the architecture and the policy are confined in Sections 4 and 5. The results are detailed in in Section 6 and, finally, Section 7 draws the main conclusions.
RELATED WORKS
Cache partitioning and reconfiguration have been extensively studied for multi-cores to efficiently use the LLC resources that are shared between multiple competing applications. To provide the big picture of the shift toward dynamic cache reconfiguration for tiled multi-cores, this section summarizes the cache-partitioning schemes by clustering them in two groups: partitioning for performance and partitioning for energy efficiency.
Performance-aware cache-partitioning schemes. The performance-aware cache-partitioning schemes represent a key research branch focused on the optimal allocation of the LLC resources. In particular, it optimizes the system-wide performance by minimizing the cross interferences between the running applications. In contrast to DarkCache, which optimizes the Energy Delay Product (EDP), in these solutions the information of the LLC underutilization is not directly accounted, thus no static energy-saving mechanisms are usually considered. Reference [17] proposed a utility-based cache-partitioning scheme to improve the performance of monolithic LLC architectures, i.e., a single LLC bank is shared among all the cores. Each running application enforces the creation of a new LLC partition and each partition in the system is dynamically reshaped according to the utility curves, one per application, that are continuously updated using the monitored architectural statistics. Different cache replacement policies have been proposed to minimize the cache contention between concurrently executed threads [7, 28] . Conversely, Reference [29] identifies the running threads that induce data trash in the LLC and isolates them in a dedicated cache partition. The use of a per thread priority level has been presented in different schemes to offer a quality of service layer [12, 20] . Reference [20] leverages highly associative caches and creates an additional unmanaged partitions side by side with all the other per executing thread partitions. A victim cache line is moved to the unmanaged partition before being actually flushed from the cache. The unmanaged partition acts as a victim cache and its cache lines are monitored to decide if the corresponding thread partition has to be reshaped. PriSM [12] proposes a cache-partitioning scheme that partitions the entire cache at a fine granularity; a critical advantage offered by PriSM is the possibility, for each cache set, to independently control the cache occupancy of each competing thread.
Energy-aware cache-partitioning and reconfiguration schemes. Reference [13] leverages the LLC underutilization by proposing two step methodology for the energy-aware LLC reconfiguration: (i) the LLC partitions are evaluated and enforced and (ii) the leakage mechanism turns off the unused portions of the cache. Different cache-partitioning techniques address the energy saving in the LLC by turning off the unused cache space at the granularity of cache colors [14, 31] , ways [9, 24] , or sets [18, 30] . Several proposals in the literature address both dynamic [23, 24] and static [13, 23, 24] energy saving. Reference [24] enforces a single owner for each cache way to reduce the dynamic energy consumption, since at each access the requester looks up in the owned cache lines only. A migration mechanism is used to guarantee the single ownership of the cache lines while an additional per core hardware component tracks the owned cache lines. A similar cache-partitioning scheme is proposed in Reference [23] . RECAP [23] partitions the cache lines between the private and the shared ones without enforcing a migration mechanism to ensure a single owner per cache line. The mechanism reduces the dynamic energy due to the migration mechanism compared to [24] . Conversely, the unused cache lines are turned off as in Reference [24] . Reference [13] proposes an energy-aware cache-partitioning scheme that specifically addresses the leakage energy in the LLC by powering off the unused cache portions. DarkCache also leverages the LLC underutilization with two critical differences with respect to Reference [13] . First, DarkCache addresses the EDP metric thus reducing the LLC energy and ensuring minimal performance impact. Second, DarkCache works at LLC bank granularity, as it is suitable for tiled LLC architectures, whereas Reference [13] fits monolithic LLCs. Despite the variety of proposed solutions, DarkCache addresses the EDP optimization for tiled LLC architectures, i.e., multiple physical LLC banks form the shared address space. In contrast to DarkCache, which enables a system-wide LLC optimization even for tiled multi-cores, current state-of-the-art techniques require to be applied to each LLC bank in isolation. This produces two main design drawbacks. First, the LLC reconfiguration can be sub-optimal; second, each LLC requires dedicated statistics to compute its own optimization, thus severely affecting the scalability of the design. A detailed evaluation that compares these methodologies [17, 24] with DarkCache is provided in Section 6.
DARK CACHE AT A GLANCE
DarkCache is a dynamic cache reconfiguration scheme used to optimize the system-wide Energy Delay Product (EDP) in tiled multi-cores. It dynamically powers off the unused LLC banks also satisfying two requirements: (i) monitoring of the LLC demand to timely satisfy the application needs, and (ii) balancing of the benefit offered by a dynamic LLC resizing scheme against the performance and energy overheads due to the required management infrastructure.
Reference multi-core architecture. Without lack of generality, the rest of the manuscript introduces DarkCache considering a tiled multi-core that implements an inclusive, two-level cache hierarchy and an on-chip network. The on-chip network permits out of order message delivery, thus imposing the most challenging scenario for the design of the coherence protocol [6] . The cache hierarchy features a private L1 cache and a Last Level Cache (LLC) that is shared between the L1s but physically split in multiple banks. The LLC controllers ensure the coherence between the L1 cache and the LLC banks while the directory implemented at the memory controller level ensures coherence between the memory controller and the LLC banks [21] . DarkCache leverages the presence bit information within the memory controller's directory to implement its architecture. Depending on the actually implemented coherence protocol, the information corresponding to the presence bit for a cache line can be spread across several cache coherence states and can be complemented by other information, e.g., the dirtiness and the ownership bits. However, such baseline information is vital for any coherence protocol, since it tells if a copy of the corresponding cache line is in the LLC. Considering the two-level, inclusive, MESI implementation within the gem5 cycle accurate simulator [3] , the directory stores the coherence information, including the presence bit, when a copy of the cache line is in the LLC. The reference multi-core leverages the information of the presence bit to avoid data races. For example, the presence bit prevents uncoherent behavior when the LLC bank dumps a dirty cache line and, right after, it fetches the line again. Due to the out of order delivery property of the on-chip interconnect, the memory controller can observe the two coherence messages, i.e., put and fetch, in any time order. We note that the fetch request can be immediately processed if the presence bit of the corresponding cache line is not set. Otherwise, the fetch request is stalled, since another incoming message is expected to provide the most up-to-date copy of the data, e.g., a put message in the above example. From the energy and performance viewpoints, we assume an on-chip memory controller for which the actual memory access is only executed after the directory look up, i.e., only in the case of an actual data fetch or writeback.
DarkCache philosophy. DarkCache elaborates on the system-wide architectural statistics to constantly monitor the memory requirements of the applications, and to reshape the LLC size or toggling between two operating modes: normal and energy saving. In the normal mode, DarkCache operates as the reference multi-core: (i) the entire LLC is powered on and (ii) all the mechanisms to reshape the LLC are not in use to minimize the performance overhead. Conversely, DarkCache enters into the energy-saving mode when the system-wide statistics highlight a certain level of LLC underutilization. In this operating mode, to minimize the EDP, DarkCache exploits the implemented power-gating mechanism to dynamically switch on and off the LLC banks.
Within DarkCache, the LLC is organized in two power partitions (on and off) regardless of the number of executing applications. Each LLC bank falls in one of the two partitions and it is dynamically toggled from one to the other when DarkCache operates in the energy-saving mode, while all the LLC banks stay in the on partition when DarkCache operates in normal mode. It is worth noticing that DarkCache operates on the LLC memory, which is a critical source of leakage; thus, the cache controllers are supposed to be always active.
DarkCache is made of two parts: (i) the mechanisms (see Section 4), namely the multicast and the handshake, that extend the baseline coherence protocol, and (ii) the policy (see Section 5), which defines the logic to reshape the LLC size or to switch between the two operating mode. The multicast mechanism operates between an L1 and the powered-on LLC banks. It is triggered by an L1 miss to retrieve the requested data in the LLC, if available, before fetching it from memory. The handshake mechanism (see Section 4.2) contains the coherence extensions to support the system reconfiguration in terms of switching between the two operating modes and the resizing of the LLC when operating in the energy-saving mode. The policy periodically monitors some selected architectural statistics (see Section 5) to generate a power command that triggers a change of either the LLC State or the operating mode. The pwrOff and pwrOn commands are used to power off and on the LLCs when DarkCache operates in energy-saving mode, while the pwrSav and pwrNrm power commands are used to change to energy-saving and normal modes, respectively.
DARK CACHE ARCHITECTURE
The coherence protocol has been extended to support both the dynamic LLC reshape and the switch between the two operating modes. The DarkCache architecture is designed to deliver an architectural reconfiguration layer that is transparent to the applications. When DarkCache operates in energy-saving mode, the multicast mechanism (see Section 4.1) allows us to retrieve data from the LLC preventing uncoherent behaviors. The handshake mechanism (see Section 4.2) defines the coherence extensions to both reconfigure the LLC and to switch between the operating modes.
Multicast Mechanism
The energy-saving mode selectively powers off and on the LLC banks to minimize the EDP, thus enforcing a Dynamic Non Uniform Cache Access (DNUCA) mapping of the addresses onto the active LLC banks. Considering a DNUCA architecture, the same address can be mapped onto different LLC banks at different points in time. Traditionally, DNUCA architectures implement a broadcast mechanism to retrieve a cache line after a cache miss in the upper cache level [11] . Differently, DarkCache proposes a multicast mechanism at the L1 level to reduce both the performance penalty and the additional on-chip traffic. It is worth noticing that we define the term broadcast as the action of sending a message to all the implemented LLC banks. In contrast, the term multicast is defined as the action of sending a message to all the active, i.e., powered-on, LLC banks that, in general, are a subset of the implemented ones.
In the case of an L1 miss, DarkCache triggers a multicast action to look up the powered-on LLCs for the requested data. In case the requested data is not present in the powered-on LLCs, a unicast coherence request is generated according to the coherence protocol of the reference architecture. To further reduce the negative impact of the multicast mechanism, each cache line in the L1 is augmented with the location bits, i.e., loд 2 (#LLC) bits where #LLC identifies the number of implemented LLC banks. The location bits are kept updated until the cache line is valid in the LLC. They are also used to prevent a multicast action when the cache line is present in the L1 but an access to the LLC bank is required, e.g., data dump or permission upgrade. We note that each L1 stores the actual operating mode and the current LLC State to correctly generate the multicast requests. Figure 2 shows a three-step evolution of a DarkCache system while serving few coherence requests for data A and two LLC reconfigurations. The platform implements a memory controller and eight LLC banks, which means that at most three bits of the requested address are used to select the LLC home bank. Without lack of generality, the addresses are made of 12 bits, i.e., 0 to 11, and bits from 6 to 8 are used to identify the LLC home bank for each address. The destinations of the multicast actions are limited to the powered-on LLC banks to minimize the additional on-chip traffic (see the blue dashed lines in Figure 2 ). At Step 1, two bits of address (A) are used to set the home bank for A, i.e., LLC 2 , among the four powered-on LLCs. The LLC State reconfiguration at time (t5) powers off all the LLCs but LLC 0 and LLC 2 . A single bit of address (A) is enough to assign the new home bank for A, i.e., LLC 0 , in Step 2. The multicast action at time (t8) is restricted to the two powered-on LLCs. This is essential to preserve the coherent state of the system, since a copy of A is already present in LLC 2 while a direct coherent request, e.g., дetS (A) at time (t9), would address LLC 0 , i.e., the home bank for A in the current LLC State. A second LLC State reconfiguration at time (t10) powers on all the LLC banks (see Step 3 in Figure 2 ). LLC 6 becomes the home bank for A, since three bits of address (A) are used to possibly addressing the eight powered-on LLC banks. However, both L1 0 and L1 N have a copy of A, so that any access to the LLC from the L1 involving A will leverage the already set location bits and prevent an expensive multicast action, e.g., a unicast дetX (A) to LLC 2 at time (t12) to acquire write permission on A.
The LLC prefetch scheme is part of the multicast mechanism and speculatively fetches data from the memory to the LLC to increase the overall system performance. Considering the current LLC State, any multicast action sets a prefetch bit in the message destined to the LLC home bank for the specific request. The LCC home bank receives the multicast request with the prefetch bit set and speculatively fetches from memory, i.e., it sends a multicast prefetch request to the memory controller, if the requested data is not present. Note that the LLC home bank sends the multicast Step 3. Each step shows the sequence of coherent requests due to a load or store instruction for A, i.e., ld (A) or st (A), respectively. In
Step 1, A is not present in both LLCs and L1 0 . In Step 2, data is not present in L1 N , but it is available in LLC 2 . In Step 3, A is available in both L1 0 and LLC 2 , where st(A) imposes an A permission upgrade in L1 0 . prefetch request even if another LLC bank has a copy of the requested data. In this scenario, the memory controller can observe both multicast prefetch and standard coherence requests that are eventually out of order delivered. DarkCache enhances the memory controller with the algorithm depicted in Figure 3 (a) to prevent a non coherent behavior in case of a multicast prefetch request for which the requested data is already present in the LLC. In particular, the memory controller processes the incoming request if the corresponding presence bit in the directory is not set. This means that the cache line corresponding to the address in the incoming request is not present in any LLC bank. Conversely, the memory controller sinks a multicast prefetch request for which the directory controller reports a valid entry. A copy of the requested data is in fact already in the LLC and the request is due to a speculative multicast prefetch. Finally, the memory controller stalls the processing of the incoming request if the presence bit is set and if it is not a multicast prefetch request. This latter scenario is originated by the out of order deliver property of the on-chip interconnect and it is possible even in the reference multi-core architecture and at least another coherence message will sooner or later reach the memory controller for the same address to unblock the stalled coherence request. Figure 2 shows two multicast prefetch requests, i.e., during
Step 1 and during Step 2. The one in Step 1 successfully prefetches A to LLC 2 , since A is present in the LLC. Conversely, the memory controller correctly sinks the multicast prefetch request from LLC 0 during Step 2, since a copy of the data is already present in LLC 2 . Figure 3 (b) reports the detailed sequence of coherence messages due to the multicast action at time (t3) in Figure 2 . L1 0 sends a multicast message only to LLC 0,1,2,3 , since LLC 4,5,6,7 are powered off. A is not present in any LLC bank, thus, once all the nack messages are collected, L1 0 sends a unicast дetS (A) request to LLC 2 , that is the LLC home bank for A in the current LLC State (see (t4) дetS (A) in Figures 2 and 3(b). We note that LLC 2 , as its incoming multicast request has the home bank bit set, starts a multicast prefetch request immediately after sending the nack to L1 0 . The memory controller (MC) satisfies the multicast prefetch request by executing the algorithm in Figure 3 (a), and it discovers that no copy of A is available in the LLC. To this extent, LLC 2 can timely answer the incoming дetS (A) request (see (t4) дetS (A) in Figure 3 (b)).
Handshake Architecture
The Handshake Mechanism (HM) manages the LLC reshape and the change of the operating mode according to the policy decisions. The HM reconfiguration protocol is organized in three separate stages: StartReconfig, SigPwrCmdLLC, and FinishReconfig. We note that the reconfiguration protocol is designed to minimize the performance and energy penalties by implementing a protocol level deadlock-free scheme that avoids freezing the execution of the applications during the reconfiguration until the latter experiences an L1 miss. Without lack of generality, DarkCache implements the HM controller in the memory controller, even though it can be implemented in any part of the processor that provides access to the on-chip interconnect to send and receive information. Figure 2 ). The L1 controller stores the SysView new token and takes two separate actions: (i) wait for the completion of all the cache coherence transactions started because of an L1 miss before acknowledging the HM controller, and (ii) block any subsequent L1 miss until the end of the reconfiguration. It is worth noticing that all the other types of coherent requests are allowed during the reconfiguration. For example, any CPU request that resolves in the L1 with a hit allows the CPU to continue the execution. To this extent, the HM protocol is defined as partially nonblocking, since it permits the execution of the application of the CPU as long as no L1 misses appear.
A global synchronization point is enforced in the handshake controller when the last acknowledged message from the L1 controllers is received, since no more transactions started because of an L1 miss, i.e., multicast transactions, are active in the system. This is an essential condition to avoid protocol level deadlock scenarios during the LLC reconfiguration. For an inclusive cache coherence architecture, in fact, the L1 miss can trigger a memory fetch at LLC level for which, during the reconfiguration, the mapping in the LLC bank can be unstable or undefined.
SigPwrCmdLLC stage. The HW sends a PwrCmd token (∈ {pwrOn, pwrOff, modeNrm, modeSav}) to those LLC banks that have to acknowledge it. In particular, the PwrCmd containing the new operating mode is sent to all the LLC controllers if DarkCache is changing the operating mode; otherwise, it is sent only to the target LLC banks that have to change their power state. The modeNrm and modeSav token are used to signal a transition to the normal or to the energy-saving mode, respectively. When DarkCache is operating in the energy-saving mode, pwrOn and pwrOff commands are used to power-on-or power-off-specific LLC banks.
The LLC that receives a pwrOn command triggers the power-gating network for which the wake up latency of the associated cache memory is a technology parameter (see Section 6 for further details). Conversely, a pwrOff command forces the receiving LLC bank to coherently flush all the cache lines before turning off the cache memory of the bank. The modeSav signals the energy saving as the new operating mode to be used. All the LLC controllers receiving the modeSav command immediately acknowledge it. The reason for this is that they are already powered on and the current SNUCA mapping, i.e., the address to LLC banks mapping is the same of the baseline architecture, and it can be seen as a particular instance of a DNUCA. Conversely, the modeNrm signals the normal mode as the new operating mode to be used. Indeed, since the current mapping (DNUCA) can differ from the one used in the new operating mode (SNUCA), all the LLC controllers are forced to flush all the cache.
The Handshake Mechanism implements a partially non-blocking reconfiguration protocol that makes possible for an LLC to receive unicast L1 requests even when the LLC bank is under reconfiguration and when it is switching to the power off state. In this case, the L1 request arrives to the LLC that is flushing all the cache lines and an ad-hoc coherence protocol extension allows it to correctly manage the L1 request without inducing either a protocol level deadlocks or starvation.
The coherence protocol extension is only required for handling the case of a powering-off LLC bank that receives an L1 request. In particular, even if such LLC bank has the required data, these data are going to be flushed and can change their LLC home bank before the end of the reconfiguration.
The LLC coherence protocol has been extended to cope with such a possibility by grouping in three classes all the possible combinations of L1 request and state of powering-off LLC:
• Present and stable. L1 requests an address for which the corresponding data are stored in the LLC with a stable non-busy coherent state, which means that the LLC controller normally processes the incoming request. It is worth noticing that the LLC is powering off, so sooner or later after the invalidation of the copy in the requesting L1, the requested cache line will be evicted from the LLC.
• The address required by L1 corresponds to a data for which a copy is not present in the LLC, because either the data has been already flushed or it has been requested for the first time.
Regardless of the actual scenario that induces an LLC miss, the powering-off LLC cannot fetch any data from memory. This constraint is enforced to keep the coherence protocol simple and to ensure a finite time for the LLC flushing. The powering-off LLC controller signals the requesting L1 a retryFreeze replay to prevent the L1 from sending any further request for the line, before the end of the reconfiguration. Indeed, the cache line is not in the LLC anymore but a memory fetch to retrieve it can only be processed at the end of the reconfiguration, i.e., when the new home bank of the address will be stable.
• Present but busy. L1 requests an address for which the corresponding data is present in the powering-off LLC but has a busy coherent state. A busy state is a transient state from the coherence protocol viewpoint and it forces to wait until the cache line moves back to a stable one before taking any action. Thus, the LLC sends a retry message to the requesting L1, that then issues the request again to the same LLC. In particular, the busy state of the requested cache line in the LLC can be the result of two scenarios: (i) the LLC is dumping the cache line, thus the next stable state will be Not Present, and so the control falls back to an already discussed scenario, i.e., second item above, or (ii) a previous L1 request requires some process on the target cache line for which the possible next stable state can be either Not Present or Present and Stable. In both cases, the control falls back in a previously discussed class.
FinishReconfig stage. The LLC acknowledges the HM controller once the flush of the cache lines is over and the cache memory is powered off or immediately if it is powering on. The HM enters the FinishReconfig once the last acknowledgment from the reconfiguring LLCs is received, and then it sends the EndReconfig message to all the L1. The L1 controllers will then start using either the new LLC state or the new operating mode and acknowledge the HM that, as a consequence, closes the reconfiguration process. The FinishReconfig stage is used to avoid the overlap between different reconfigurations. Figure 3 (b) reports the detailed sequence of coherence messages due to the LLC State reconfiguration at time (t5) in Figure 2 . After having drained all the transactions started with a multicast action, the MC sends a SysView new message to all the L1 controllers that have to acknowledge it. The HM moves from StartReconfig to SigPwrCmdLLC, once the last SysView ack is received. A pwrOff signal is sent to both LLC 1 and LLC 3 that has to power off. Note that all the other LLCs are not targeted by any power command. Both LLC 1 and LLC 3 acknowledge the HM after flushing their cache memory (see pwrCmdAck in Figure 3(c) ). HM signals the end of the reconfiguration to all the L1s once all the expected pwrCmdAck messages are collected. Note that all the L1s have to acknowledge the EndRecon f iд message to correctly close the reconfiguration protocol, thus preventing the time overlap of different reconfigurations.
Protocol Level Deadlock Analysis
All the cache coherence protocol level extensions and DarkCache itself have been designed and analyzed to tackle possible deadlock scenarios. To stress the coherent architecture, DarkCache has been tested against a large variety of synthetic traffic benchmarks coupled with random power-on and power-off policies, topology sizes between 2 and 16 LLC banks and LLC bank sizes of 128KB, 256KB, and 1MB. A scoreboard coupled with a watchdog counter, whose limit is set to 1 million cycles, is implemented on top of the traffic generator to detect the possible deadlock occurrences; each test is run for 500 millions transactions.
During the reconfiguration of the LLC State and unless an L1 miss occurs, the CPUs continue the execution of the applications. Such relaxed constraints highlight three possible deadlock situations. It is worth noticing that DarkCache enforces a single active reconfiguration at once by means of the FinishReconfig stage (see Figure 3(c) ). This prevents inconsistent LLC States or operating modes and it has been experimentally observed not to limit the system-wide performance. Indeed, at the beginning of the reconfiguration, the L1 controllers are informed of the final LLC State and operating mode. Moreover, as the final stage of the reconfiguration protocol, the handshake controller collects all the acknowledge messages from the L1s and LLCs. A reconfiguration that starts within another reconfiguration overwrites the SysView new token configured by the already active reconfiguration process. The reconfiguration actions can terminate out of order, thus delivering an inconsistent system state.
Global synchronization to drain all multicast transactions. At the beginning of the reconfiguration, each L1 is required to complete any already active transaction started because of an L1 miss. No more L1 misses are processed until the end of the reconfiguration protocol. DarkCache statically maps addresses to the LLCs depending on the actual LLC State, thus the same address can be mapped onto different LLC banks based on the LLC State before and after a reconfiguration. In this scenario, an L1 miss is the only event that can potentially trigger a memory fetch if the required data is not present in the LLC. However, during the reconfiguration, the mapping between the address and the LLC bank can possibly change. This means that two requests from two different L1s to the same address can be mapped to different LLC banks thus breaking the coherence. Figure 4 (a) highlights a possible deadlock scenario due to the concurrent execution of a multicast, after an L1 miss request and the LLC State reconfiguration. The L1 0 sends a дetS (A) unicast request to LLC 0 once the multicast transaction returns all nacks. The дetS (A) is delayed due to the on-chip interconnect and, before reaching the LLC 0 , the reconfiguration mechanism completes the change of the LLC State that powers ON LLC 1 , and that turns to be the home LLC bank for A. However, the on-the-flight дetS (A) from L1 0 will force a fetch from LLC 0 , thus leading to LLC data duplication in the case of a second дetS (A) to the correct LLC 1 , e.g., the дetS (A) from L1 1 to LLC 1 in Figure 4 (a).
Retry request on LLC dump. The LLC bank enqueues any incoming request that refers to a busy cache line to be later processed once the cache line state changes. During the reconfiguration, a cache line can be busy due to (i) an in-progress request process from another cache controller or (ii) because it is the victim of a flush action if the LLC bank is powering off. The cache line is guaranteed to exit the busy state after a finite amount of time, while its final state depends on the request that made it busy. In particular, a busy cache line due to a flush action on the LLC exits the busy state in the not-present coherent state. Moreover, DarkCache ensures a finite reconfiguration time by imposing that a powering-off LLC bank that started the LLC flush cannot fetch any cache line until the end of the reconfiguration. Thus, the enqueued incoming request that is waiting for the requested cache line to exit the busy state, can incur in a deadlock. Since no complex mechanism is implemented in the LLC bank to check if the cache line will exit the busy state in the not-present state, DarkCache implements a retry mechanism to prevent such deadlock scenarios. The implemented retry mechanism returns a retry response to the sender of a request to a powering-off LLC bank for which the requested cache line is busy. The sender continues to retry the request until the cache line exits the busy state, thus leading to two different scenarios. First, the cache line exits the busy state in a state different from the not-present one, thus a subsequent retry request from the sender can be satisfied. Second, the cache line is flushed and its final LLC state is not-present, thus a retryFreeze response is sent back to the sender that will wait the end of the reconfiguration before issuing the new request. It is worth noticing that after a retryFreeze message, the requested data is not anymore present in the LLC, thus a memory fetch is required, but it is impossible to be triggered during the reconfiguration (see Figure 4(b) ).
Allow to sink LLC prefetch requests. The Multicast Mechanism can prefetch data from memory to minimize the performance penalty of the L1 misses. However, the dynamic reconfiguration of the LLC State changes the LLC home bank for a specific cache line over time. Moreover, the LLC home bank can prefetch a data without knowing if the data is already present in the LLC. DarkCache enhances the memory controller with the algorithm depicted in Figure 3 (a) that leverages the presence bit in the directory to correctly manage, i.e., to process or to sink, the multicast prefetch requests (see Section 4.1 for details). Both the directory and the presence bit information are already available in the reference multi-core (see Section 3), thus no additional storage is required. Figure 4 (c) shows two prefetch requests for the same data, namely A, while a reconfiguration happens in between. We note that L1 0 evicts its copy of A at time (E5). Once the first prefetch request succeeded, the memory controller returns the required data. At this point, the reconfiguration changes the LLC home bank for address A from LLC 0 to LLC 1 . Thus, the multicast(A) action after the miss(A) event at time (E7) forces LLC 1 to issue a multicast prefetch request without knowing that A is already stored in LLC 0 . However, the memory controller sinks the prefetch request after checking its directory state to avoid the possible deadlock due to data duplication.
DARK CACHE POLICY
DarkCache policy aims at minimizing the Energy Delay Product (EDP) by leveraging the powergating mechanism at LLC bank granularity. Figure 5 depicts the control loop where the DarkCache policy is inserted. The Energy and Performance Indexes (EPIs) are computed from the monitored architectural statistics and quantify the energy and performance impact of different LLC States compared to the current LLC configuration. In particular, the Energy and Performance Indexes are employed in the LLC State Update Algorithm to take the next best LLC State, which is then actuated through the power-gating mechanism (see Power-Gating Actuation in Figure 5 ).
The rest of this section overviews the key concepts of the policy while the Energy and Performance Indexes and the Decision Algorithm are presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
One-dimension optimization. The design of the LLC energy-performance policy is challenging due to conflicting requirements for energy and performance metrics. The EPIs have been carefully designed to allow an energy-aware optimization for which the performance is considered in terms of the additional energy spent due to the longer application execution.
Two operating modes.
The policy operates in the energy-saving mode to dynamically reshape the LLC size. Conversely, the normal mode is tailored for those scenarios where the running applications fully leverage the LLC, or if a small reduction in the LLC size severely increases the performance penalty. In these scenarios, all the additional logic to manage the run-time LLC resize is disabled to minimize the energy and performance overheads. The policy dynamically switches between the two operating modes without blocking the execution of the applications, that is with minimal impact on the system performance.
Policy search space. DarkCache ensures the fast computation of the new LLC State and a simple implementation of the policy due to: (i) the reduced search space for the new LLC State and (ii) the small number of monitored architectural statistics. A change in the LLC State is constrained to modify the power state of a single LLC bank at most, thus reducing the LLC State search space to three options, in addition to the possible change in the Operating Mode (see bottom of Figure 5 ). The Energy and Performance Indexes require to monitor only four architectural statistics, thus imposing a negligible traffic overhead on the interconnect (see Section 5.1). Moreover, DarkCache updates the LLC State with a period of half millisecond, a value that our experiments confirmed to be at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the changes in the application requirements. However, DarkCache ensures a fast response to the changes in the LLC requirements as discussed in Section 6.
Energy and Performance Indexes
The Energy and Performance Indexes (EPIs) capture the energy and the performance variations between different LLC States or operating modes to drive the selection of the next LLC State. In particular, the EPIs focus on the components in the multi-core that are directly affected by a change in the LLC State. Despite the simple structure of the EDIs does not account for higher order energy and performance effects caused by a dynamic LLC reshape, they accurately track the energy and performance variations to correctly drive the policy.
Assumptions. The EPIs are evaluated every half of a millisecond, and we assume that is the shortest possible distance in time (time epoch) between two LLC reconfigurations. All the L1s and LLCs forward the collected architectural statistics to the policy module at the end of each time epoch. The experimentally estimated traffic overhead on the on-chip interconnect within 0.0024%. In particular, the policy exploits four architectural statistics: (i) the LLC replacements, (ii) the LLC accesses, (iii) the L1 accesses, and (iv) the average number of sharers for the evicted LLC addresses. It is worth noticing that the LLC accesses are equal to the L1 misses and that the number of LLC replacements are supposed to be equal to the LLC misses after the cache warmup period.
The structure of the EDIs assumes a uniform distribution of the LLC accesses for which a change in the LLC State imposes a redistribution of the accesses between the powered-on LLC banks, while their number (accesses) is supposed not to change because of the reconfiguration.
Indeed, our assumption does not affect the performance nor the accuracy of DarkCache, because the new LLC State is decided considering the global pressure on the LLC banks, namely, the number of accesses and misses, for which the detailed statistics for each bank are almost of no use. In contrast, the state-of-the-art methodologies working on a physically split LLC architecture do reshape the available space for each LLC bank in isolation using a set or way granularity approach. In this latter scenario, the actual distribution of the accesses and misses on each LLC bank is required.
DarkCache also assumes that the change in the LLC State does not affect the absolute number of LLC accesses and misses in the near future. Indeed, the reconfiguration can change at most the power state of a single LLC bank, with a limited impact on the monitored statistics. Moreover, the EDIs directly model the effect of a change in the LLC State on three subsystems of the multi-core, i.e., on-chip interconnect, main memory, and LLC, without directly accounting for the L1 and the CPU (see the discussion on both Energy Performance Index in the rest of this section).
Starting from the assumption that the change of the power state of a single LLC bank cannot modify the total number of the LLC cache accesses, the LLC energy index is defined in Equation (1), for each time epoch t. In particular, the LLC Energy Index (E LLC,t ) only accounts for the change in the static energy of the LLCs after a reconfiguration:
(1)
The On-chip Interconnect Energy Index Comm EnIdx,t for each time epoch t is defined as
where E hop,pkt Size is the energy to traverse one hop of the interconnect for a packet, that is pktSize-fold bigger than the channel width. The HopCount defines the number of hops a packet has to traverse from source to destination, on average, S t defines the number of sharers to a replaced cache line in the LLC and R LLC,i,t represents the number of replacements in the ith LLC bank. Equation (2) leverages data packets only, since they are directly traced by means of the two monitored architectural statistics, i.e., the number of accesses and misses to the LLC banks. Indeed, the on-chip network traffic is also made by short control packets, while an LLC reconfiguration that increases (decreases) the LLC size is expected to eventually decrease (increase) the number of the data packets traversing the on-chip interconnect due to the increase (decrease) of the LLC misses. The Memory Energy Index considers the variations in the number of reads and writes due to a change in the LLC State. For each time epoch t the index is defined as
where E memWrite and E memRead capture the write and read energy spent for a single operation, respectively, and R LLC d ir ty,i,t defines the fraction of dirty replacements in the ith LLC bank during the time epoch t. The energy model assumes that a replacement always enforces a read, i.e., the missed data, and an additional write if the victim LLC cache line is dirty. Note that the dynamic energy in the memory is the only quantity influenced by the LLC State. DarkCache does not define the CPU Energy Index, since a change in the LLC State is not easily and directly observable on the CPU without monitoring additional architectural statistics. In particular, all the other energy indexes indirectly account for the CPU contribution, given that an increase in the number of LLC misses affects the LLC, the on-chip interconnect and the memory. Conversely, the effect of an LLC State change on the CPU is better explained by means of the Performance Index focusing on the performance loss in terms of the additional time to complete the application execution due to the reduction of the LLC size.
It is important to underline that the actual energy consumption of the architecture is evaluated in the experimental section by means of the widely accepted power models and tools, i.e., McPat, dsent and Cacti, that consider the complete multi-core made of CPU, cache hierarchy, memory and on-chip interconnect. The role of the EDIs is to estimate the first order variations in terms of energy and performance between different LLC States to drive the LLC State selection and they are not intended to provide an accurate estimate of the energy consumption.
Energy index. The Energy Index estimates the energy benefit achieved by switching from the current LLC State to a new one that only differs by the power state of a single LLC bank. Equation (4) defines the Energy Index for the current LLC State resulting from the contributions of the LLC, the memory and the on-chip interconnect. Equations (6) and (5) quantify the Energy Index for a configuration that uses an LLC bank more and less, respectively:
The #LLC tot #LLC On, t coefficient grows with the inverse of the number of switched on banks, it is harder to switch off an additional LLC bank when the number of the active LLC banks is lower than the total implemented banks, i.e. #LLC tot . Moreover, Equation (5) also accounts for the turned off LLC bank, i.e., (E LLC,t − E bankOn + E bankOff ). The E +1,t estimate is computed in a similar fashion but the slope of the coefficient is reverted and the energy due to the LLC banks is updated considering an additional one powered on.
The energy overhead due to the multicast mechanism is defined by Equation (7) and it is used to support the policy in the selection of the best operating mode. #L1 miss,t × #LLC O N,t accounts for the additional injected flits due to the multicast. Moreover, #numHops avд × E nocH op,t defines the energy spent to traverse an NoC hop, i.e., link and router, times the average number of hops from source to destination evaluated from the topology at hand:
Last, the saved energy due to the switched-off LLC banks in the time epoch t is defined by Equation (8):
Performance index. DarkCache actuates on the LLC size to optimize the Energy Delay Product (EDP). Equation (9) defines the Performance Degradation Index PDI for each time epoch t as the performance degradation of the actual LLC State with respect to the performance achieved by the baseline architecture where the LLC State reconfiguration mechanism is not active. It is worth noticing that the Performance Degradation Index is accounted in terms of energy to allow an easier, single-objective optimization policy. The Performance Degradation Index (PDI) is made of three terms and it leverages on the intuition for which the performance degradation is better observable as the cost of a miss in the L1 due to its capability of actually stalling the CPU: SwitchTo(energy-saving mode); cnt=0; 8: else 9: cnt++; 10: end if Equation (10) defines the number of speculative L1 misses that would be observed if the system were to work in the energy-saving mode starting from the actual L1 accesses and misses in the considered time epoch t. Equation (11) defines the performance overhead due to the multicast in terms of the hop count to traverse the on-chip interconnect in place of the actual ack/nack response time that is not available when the system is operating in normal mode (see ( (9)). To avoid spurious reconfigurations, the constant values in Equations (10) and (13) have been experimentally evaluated to force the switch from the normal to the energy-saving mode when the memory requirements allows powering off roughly one-third of the LLC banks:
Starting from Equations (10) and (11), the speculative quantities corresponding to E LLC saved ,t , E mul t icast,t and E Per f Deдr,t ) are defined in Equations (13), (14) , and (12), respectively. These quantities are then used in Algorithm 2 (see lines 6-10):
6 EVALUATION This section is organized in two parts: (i) the energy, performance, and EDP evaluation (Section 6.1) of DarkCache and its comparison with two state-of-the-art methodologies, and (ii) a detailed analysis of the reconfiguration's timing and frequency for both DarkCache and the state-of-the-art (Section 6.2). As a baseline, we employ the inclusive, two-level MESI cache coherence protocol enclosed in the gem5 cycle accurate simulator [3] . We then implemented DarkCache and the considered state-of-the-art methodologies on top of it. The obtained results are compared against the UtilityBased [17] and the UtilityBasedOpt [24] state-of-the-art design methodologies. Simulated architectures and benchmarks. DarkCache is validated against 16-and 64-core, 2D-mesh, tiled architectures whose detailed parameters are reported in Table 1 . The two architectures share the same tile configuration that is made of an L1 cache that remains private to the CPU an LLC cache slice that is shared between all the CPUs and a router to connect the tile to the rest of the multi-core. For each application in the Splash2x benchmark (part of the Parsec 3.0 suite), an execution trace is extracted spawning 16 and 64 parallel threads. Each trace is fed into the synchrotrace trace replayer [16] within gem5 to simulate the 16-and the 64-core architectures.
State-of-the-art methodologies. We employ two state-of-the-art methodologies, i.e., UtilityBased [17] and UtilityBasedOpt [24] , to compare the benefit of DarkCache in terms of performance, energy and EDP. References [17] and [24] are presented as cache-partitioning schemes for monolithic LLC architectures. In both cases the LLC is dynamically partitioned between the competing applications at cache line granularity and the unused LLC portion is powered off. At each reconfiguration, UtilityBased [17] computes the optimal number of ways to be assigned to each running application. This is the number that maximises the cache utility, i.e., the reduction in the miss count that occurs if an additional cache way is assigned to the application. The UtilityMonitor hardware module, which is part of the methodology, predicts the miss rate after considering different associativity levels. UtilityBasedOpt [24] takes steps from Reference [17] to introduce a threshold mechanism that prevents cache associativity's unintended reconfigurations due to spurious changes in the application cache access pattern, which negatively impacts the energy without adding any EDP improvement. The two implemented state-of-the-art methodologies optimize each LLC bank in isolation working at cache line granularity. The wake-up energy and time are scaled according to the weight of a single cache line with respect to the whole LLC bank. According to cacti [15] , the maximum leakage that can be saved by switching off all the cache lines but one per each set is 79% out of the leakage of an entire LLC bank due to the impossibility of switching off completely an LLC bank (sense amplifiers, one way per set and the decode logic) considering a utility based methodology. We impose two clock cycles to wakeup a portion of the cache, and ten for the entire LLC bank.
Evaluated metrics. The proposed methodology is validated considering performance, energy, and the Energy Delay Product (EDP) metrics. The performance metric of a benchmark running on a specific architecture is defined as the simulated time the benchmark takes to complete the execution on the architecture. The real energy consumption of the entire system is computed at each time epoch. We employ McPAT [10] to compute the CPU energy accounting for the number of different types of instructions that are committed during the epoch. The dsent power model [22] is employed to extract the NoC energy consumption as the sum of the power of each router and link over the time epoch. The DRAMPower energy model [8] is used for the memory controllers and the cache energy is computed with cacti [15] . The power network timing and energy overheads are taken from Reference [27] , while the EDP for architecture a and benchmark b is defined as
where the EPI (a, b) is the average energy per instruction dissipated by the system in the architecture a during the execution of application b and CPI (a, b) is the average number of clock cycles required to execute an instruction of the benchmark b while it is running on architecture a.
Operating modes and target LLC bank selection policies. We report results for both DarkCache and DarkCacheOpt where the former only implements the energy-saving operating mode and the latter implements both the energy-saving and the normal modes. The comparison highlights the benefit introduced by means of the normal mode to manage the applications that fully exploit the available LLC for which any multicast request becomes a full broadcast to the entire LLC with a severe overhead on EDP, energy, and performance. Note that DarkCache is not constrained to any bank selection policy to select the target LLC banks during the reconfiguration. Such policies are strongly topology dependent and it is interesting to analyze their impact on the final system performance when coupled with the proposed DarkCache solution. Two LLC bank selection policies are taken from the state of the art and implemented, i.e., DarkCacheCirc and DarkCacheSeq. DarkCacheCirc implements the circular policy that powers off/on the LLC banks by following a concentric scheme where the LLC banks at the center of the topology are the last to be powered off and the first to be powered on. DarkCacheSeq exploits a static scheme that, from the topology viewpoint, powers off and on the LLC banks line by line in the 2D-mesh. The obtained results demonstrate a negligible impact of the bank selection policy on the considered metrics, i.e., energy performance and EDP (see Figures 6 and 7) .To this extent, we only report results for DarkCacheOpt, which implements the two operating modes and employs the sequential bank selection policy, since, even for DarkCacheOpt, a negligible impact has been observed when the circular bank selection policy is used in place of the sequential one.
Performance, Power, and EDP
The DarkCache assessment considers both four-by-four and eight-by-eight multi-cores. The collected results are discussed in terms of energy, performance and EDP against both UtilityBased and UtilityBasedOpt solutions. All the results are normalized to the baseline MESI cache coherence protocol that also represents the protocol in use when DarkCache operates in normal mode. powered-on cache lines in the LLCe, divided by the number of lines in an LLC bank. Results in Figure 6 show an average energy savings of 31.95%, 32.74%, and 33.78%, considering DarkCacheSeq, DarkCacheCirc, and DarkCacheOpt, respectively. In particular, the majority of the analyzed benchmarks underutilize the LLC, thus even with few powered-on LLC banks the average performance degradation is within 1.3%. It is worth noticing that both DarkCacheCirc and DarkCacheSeq report similar results for all the considered metrics, i.e., performance energy and EDP, thus highlighting the limited impact of the bank selection policy on both performance and energy saving. Few benchmarks fully employ the available LLC, thus limiting the energy-saving opportunities of DarkCache. In particular, the average LLC bank utilization for ocean_cp, ocean_ncp is close to 15 banks, while radix is close to 16. Considering DarkCacheSeq, DarkCacheCirc, these benchmarks have energy and performance overheads of up to 7% and 8% with an EDP degradation of up to 18.1%. This is mainly due to the impossibility of disabling the multicast support that dramatically increases the on-chip network traffic with a net increase of (i) the on-chip energy, (ii) network latency, and (iii) pressure onto the LLC controllers. Conversely, DarkCacheOpt correctly manages these benchmarks for which the operating mode is switched from energy saving to normal. Indeed, DarkCacheOpt limits the performance and energy overheads for the three benchmarks up to 0.02% and 1.0%, respectively, with an average EDP overhead of 1.2%.
Both UtilityBased and UtilityBasedOpt solutions allow fast reconfiguration of the LLC associativity. Since each address cannot change the LLC Home Bank, a simpler decentralized reconfiguration mechanism is, in fact, capable of avoiding the complex Handshake protocol. However, the unconstrained number of reconfigurations severely affects the performance of the UtilityBased solution that behaves worse than UtilityBasedOpt. In contrast, UtilityBasedOpt limits the number of spurious reconfigurations, thus limiting both the unrequired LLC power-on and power-off patterns and the dump of cache lines back to the main memory. This way, the net energy savings increases without affecting the performance. Despite UtilityBasedOpt obtaining an average EDP reduction within 23.96%, DarkCacheOpt outperforms it by 16.15%, since the former suffers from three main drawbacks. First, UtilityBasedOpt operates a local optimization for which different LLC banks can optimize their associativity toward opposite directions, thus limiting the theoretically achievable EDP reduction. Second, the performance of the applications can be severely affected by a reduction in the cache associativity. For example, radix exhibits a performance overhead of 29.7% and 29.5% using UtilityBased and UtilityBasedOpt, respectively. In particular, the utility based methodologies greatly reduce the average number of switched on banks, i.e., less than 8, to save energy, while the application performance is severely influenced. In contrast, DarkCacheOpt executes radix in normal mode for most of the time, with a negligible performance overhead that, from the EDP perspective, justifies the used LLC banks. Third, UtilityBasedOpt cannot completely LLC power off, since at least one way per set and the decode logic have to be powered on in each LLC bank, thus limiting the energy-saving opportunities. Figure 7 reports the results of DarkCache and UtilityBased considering an eight-by-eight 2D-mesh architecture. The bigger topology magnifies the observations drawn for the 16-core architecture. Again, the majority of the benchmarks underutilize the LLC and the increased size of the LLC leads to better optimization opportunities for both DarkCache and UtilityBased. Indeed, there are always the same three benchmarks discussed for the four-by-four simulations for which an LLC size reduction severely affects the performance. Moreover, the bigger topology highlights the performance and energy overheads due to the multicast mechanism on a 64 core architecture. At the end of 21 days of simulations, the performance, energy, and EDP results for those three benchmarks are limited to 20%, 25%, and 50% for both DarkCacheSeq, DarkCacheCirc. Thus, the reported numbers represent an optimistic, even if already too bad, estimate of the real overheads. The collected results are reported to demonstrate the superior flexibility of DarkCacheOpt compared to DarkCacheSeq and DarkCacheCirc. In particular, DarkCacheOpt can switch between two operating modes, which means that the benchmarks mentioned above are executed in the normal mode for the majority of the time. To this extent, performance, energy, and EDP overheads are limited to 1.8%, 3.1%, and 5.5%. It is worth analyzing that the origins of the overheads reported by DarkCacheOpt for the ocean_cp, ocean_ncp, and radix benchmarks are due to a pair of different aspects. First, the single operating mode switch from energy-saving to normal mode requires a complete flush of the LLC banks. Second, DarkCache starts the execution in energy-saving mode and requires a long enough observation window before eventually switching the operating mode. The bigger topology increases the optimization gap between UtilityBasedOpt and DarkCacheOpt, where the latter overcomes the former by 21.05%. The results highlight the better scalability of DarkCacheOpt that delivers a system-wide LLC State optimization, while UtilityBasedOpt operates a local optimization for each LLC bank.
Detailed Analysis
This section discusses the details of DarkCache and UtilityBased in terms of the frequency and time of the reconfigurations. We consider DarkCacheOpt and UtilityBasedOpt, since they are the implementations showing the best results for the proposed solution and for the considered stateof-the-art. The final goal of this discussion is to highlight the relationship between the performance and the reconfiguration dynamics of the proposed methodology compared with the state-of-the-art solution. Figure 8 reports the results for DarkCacheOpt (Figures 8(a) and 8(b) ) and UtilityBasedOpt (Figures 8(c) and 8(d) ) considering both four-by-four and eight-by-eight topologies. Each figure reports the results in terms of the average and the standard deviation of the reconfiguration time, as well as the number of reconfigurations for each benchmark. Since the reconfiguration is local to each bank, UtilityBasedOpt has a reconfiguration time in the order of dozens of nanoseconds regardless of the size of the topology. The standard deviation is also independent from the size of the topology showing an average value close to 1.2ms due to the highly variable time taken to dump a cache line when the LLC associativity is reduced. DarkCacheOpt has an average reconfiguration time in the order of few microseconds (dozens of microseconds for the standard deviation), thus two orders of magnitude higher than that of the UtilityBaseOpt solution. This is due to the more complex handshake mechanism that coherently coordinates the reconfiguration of the LLC as a single subsystem in the multi-core. However, the DarkCacheOpt reconfiguration protocol does not block the computation but only stalls the L1 misses (see Section 4.2). In contrast, all the accesses to the L1 resulting in a hit allow the requesting CPU to continue the execution. The results in Section 6.1 highlight the limited performance overhead imposed by the DarkCache reconfiguration protocol that is, in average, within 1.3% (16-core) and 2.8% (64-core).
Last, UtilityBasedOpt highlights a number of reconfigurations that is between 60% and 100% higher than DarkCacheOpt. As already discussed in Section 6.1, the utility-based solutions do not explicitly consider any performance metric and the associativity level is always optimized to maximize the ratio between the reduction in the number of misses and the increase in the associativity. However, the scheme cannot easily handle the spurious reconfigurations, since the reconfiguration process does not account for the system-wide state of the memory requirements.
CONCLUSIONS
This work presented DarkCache, a dynamic cache reconfiguration scheme for tiled and non-tiled multi-cores, which optimizes the Energy Delay Product (EDP) by minimizing the static energy of the LLC, also accounting for the system-wide performance. In particular, DarkCache leverages the LLC underutilization to power off the unused LLC banks. Moreover, for those benchmarks that fully use the available LLC, DarkCache implements a second operating mode that turns off all the additional mechanisms required to correctly manage the dynamic LLC reshape. The LLC reshape is also partially non-blocking for the running applications to minimize the performance overheads.
DarkCache has been compared against two state-of-the-art methodologies and the results are reported for both 16-and 64-core architectures. DarkCache achieves an average EDP gain of 32.58% and 36.41% against the baseline architecture with 16-and 64-cores, respectively, and an average performance penalty always within 2%. Moreover, an EDP gain of 16.15% (16 cores) and 21.05% (64 cores) is achieved against the best state-of-the-art methodology. This demonstrates the good scalability properties of the proposed solution, since the gains increases with the core counts.
